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Green Energy
When she was 13, Maanasa Mendu took a family trip to India. She
saw that many homes oen lost power. When that happened, people had no
lights or air conditioning.

Mendu went home to Ohio with a plan. She was going to study the
energy problem.

She knew solar panels would help, but not at night or on rainy days.
Aer much research, Mendu invented an energy-gathering device called
HARVEST. e idea came to her aer watching tree leaves sway in the
breeze.

HARVEST has fake leaves. When they sway in the wind or rain,
HARVEST captures the energy of their motion. Mendu’s invention won her
the 2016 Young Scientist Challenge. She still works on HARVEST today,
making it even more efficient.

Mendu is an innovator. Innovation means �nding a better way to do
something. Innovators change our world with advances in science and
technology.

Farming is a good example. In 1850, two of every three Americans
worked on a farm. ey used their own muscles and strong animals like
horses. en innovators invented machines such as tractors to do the heavy
work. By 1910, only one in three Americans were farmers. Today, it is 1 in
75.



Looking to Nature
When innovators look to nature for ideas, it is called biomimicry. (Bio
means “life” and mimic means “to copy.”) Maanasa Mendu used biomimicry
when she copied tree leaves for HARVEST.

Plants are a wonderful source of ideas. ey began creeping across the
land roughly 500 million years ago. Since then, they have developed many
interesting survival traits.

English ivy can climb almost anywhere. You will spot it crawling up
trees, boulders, and even on houses. English ivy escapes the crowded forest
�oor. It climbs a vertical surface to get all the sunlight it needs.

Recently, innovators have copied English ivy’s trick. ey are using
vertical farming to grow food in crowded places, like cities. Oen, they
convert old warehouses into vertical farms, adding tall racks and special
lights. In the future, they may farm on the sides of buildings.

Vertical farming saves space, water, and energy. Fresh fruits and
vegetables grow near the food store. ey do not need to be trucked in from



far away.

Singapore has a four-story greenhouse called Sky
Greens. The building collects rainwater for its plants. The

water also powers a pulley system. It rotates the plant
racks for even sunlight. Sky Greens produces nearly a
ton of vegetables every day. Inventor Jack Ng said he

hopes it inspires young innovators.
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